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Map your own adventure.Ã‚Â Athens Day by Day is the perfect answer for travelers who want to

know the best places to visit and the best way to see the city. Packed with color photos, this

bestselling guide offers dozens of itineraries that show you how to see the best ofÃ‚Â Athens in a

short time--with bulleted maps that lead the way from sight to sight. Featuring a full range of

thematic and neighborhood tours, plus dining, lodging, shopping, nightlife, and practical visitor

info,Ã‚Â Athens Day by Day is the only guide that helps travelers organize their time to get the most

out of a trip. Inside this book you'll find:  Full color throughout with hundreds of photos and dozens

of maps Sample one- to three-day itineraries that include Athens with Kids, Exploring the Acropolis,

Architectural Athens, side trips to Delphi and Hydra, and more Star ratings for all hotels, restaurants,

and attractions clue readers in on great finds and values Tear-resistant foldout map in a handy,

reclosable plastic wallet Foldout front cover, with at-a-glance maps and quick-reference info
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23 Self-guided Tours. 44 Maps. One Great Trip. At last, a travel guide that tells you how to see the

best of everythingÃ¢â‚¬â€•in the smartest, most time-efficient way.   The best of Athens in one, two,

or three days   Thematic tours for every interest, schedule, and taste   Walking tours of the city's

best-loved neighborhoods   Hundreds of evocative photos   Bulleted maps that show you how to get

from place to place   Hotels, restaurants, shopping, and nightlife for all budgets   A tear-resistant

foldout mapÃ¢â‚¬â€•enclosed in a handy plastic wallet you can also use for tickets and souvenirs  



Find news, deals, apps, and expert advice,plus connect with other travelers at Frommers.com 23

Smart Ways to See the City

Stephen Brewer is a writer and editor who has worked in magazines, books, radio, and corporate

communications for more than 30 years. He visited Athens 20 years ago, decided he found his

place in the world, and has spent part of each year in the city ever since. He is also a co-author of

FrommerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Greece Day by Day.

I used this guide in addition to the laminated "Walking Tour of Athens" street map (also available on

). I found it it be accurate and a useful tool. As I had been to Athens previously, I really not "depend"

on it for "Day to Day" advice, but it was helpful to refresh my memory and provide background on

many of the sights and places in Athens. If you are thinking of a trip to Athens, I recommend this

guide as easy to pack (sized right), ample with it's information while not overbearing with too many

details and simple in it's instruction. I can also recommend the Frommer's "Day to Day" guide on

Cyprus which I also used on my companion trip to that island nation. Good investment for your trip

to Athens (which you will not regret!) And if going to Athens, I highly recommmend seeking out the

"other" side of the Acropolis where the "locals" go to eat and drink. You can do it on foot and will find

better views of the Parthanon from your dinner table (and better prices)!

The Athens Day by Day guide book is, for me, the best available. I really like the large map in the

back. It is detailed enough to be useful. Each section of the book has a page size map with coded

markers for places discribed in that section. I like the concise organization with sections such as the

"16 Favorite Moments" and "The Best in One Day", etc. The restaurant and hotel section is also

helpful. Also, the general information in the "Savy Traveler" section is very useful information that I

often use. I find all of the "day BY day" books to be very good.

This book is a clearly written guide to Athens. It discusses the main sites that would interest tourists

and provides directions written in sufficient detail to allow the visitor to navigate the city. Information

about hotels, restaurants, and activities are provided in addition to a discussion about tourist sites

like the Acropolis.

Lots of things to do in Athens so how do you figure it out? This book will help. It gives you all the

major sites and things to do and it gives you all kinds of great ways to set up your sightseeing either



in daily treks or in multi day treks. Highly recommmended. I really used this book. I used the various

recommendations to plan out my own itinerary.

Very concise travel guide. Loaded with useful information. Well laid out and easy to follow. Great

size for traveling. Excellent recommendations without being too wordy.

Best travel guide with detailed map ever put out...saved us miles of walking!

I frequently visit cities in Europa and I have always had good information in these small Frommer's

day by day guides.

This book is pretty good for describing different areas in Athens. Has some good maps too. You will

definetely need another good book though.
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